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1. INTRODUCTION
• The Use and Utility of Localised Speech Forms in
Determining Identity: Forensic and Sociophonetic
Perspectives (ESRC ES/M010783/1)
• sociophonetic strand: phonological
production patterns in three localities:
Middlesbrough, Sunderland, Newcastle
• sample (N=120) split by age, sex, mobility
• mobility > contact: correlated with
frequency of highly localised pronunciations [1]
• forensic strand: speaker profiling + speaker
comparison
• North-east region particularly good test site:
• relatively sharply demarcated linguistically
• but considerable internal variation
• varieties already well-described [2]
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2. SPEAKER PROFILING
• incriminating recording, but no
suspect yet identified [3]
• expert makes detailed examination
of phonetic features
• purpose: assist police to narrow
pool of suspects

• localised pronunciations: greater probative value
• what features distinguish the accents of the three
TUULS fieldwork sites?
3. SPEAKER COMPARISON
• two or more recordings to compare
• disputed sample (DS) vs. known sample (KS)
• assessment of similarity
of DS and KS
• and of typicality of
features present in each
• in context of relevant
reference population
• selection criteria:
• as close a fit to the case
at hand as possible?
• but impractical in terms of
time, expense of collection
• speech community of offender is unknown [4]

• shortcomings of existing corpora: size, age, coverage
4. AUTOMATIC SPEAKER RECOGNITION (ASR)
• increasingly commonly used for
forensic casework
• UK: complements other methods
• MFCC-based speaker models

4. ASR, cont.
• aim to capture key properties of supralaryngeal VT
resonances
• therefore effectively indifferent to speaker ‘accent’?
• implication: feasible for ASR purposes to combine
reference databases representing markedly different
varieties, e.g. SSBE + Tyneside English
• substantial time/cost savings
• but what effects does pooling corpora in this way
have on ASR performance?
5. METHOD
• DyViS: task 1 (studio mic.) , 100 ♂ speakers [5]
• TUULS : task 1 replication,
60 ♂ speakers, not
distinguished by age group
• 120-second edits downsampled to 8kHz
• Nuance Forensics v. 11.1.1.1
• total of 25,600 comparisons (160 x 160, symmetric)
• distance scores: larger score = greater similarity
• analysis: between-speaker similarity within and
between groups - DyViS + TUULS (inc. 3 subgroups)

6. RESULTS
• heatmap:
obvious split
between
corpora
• greater
dissimilarity
w/in TUULS
than DyViS
Comparison
within DyViS
within TUULS
within Mbro
within Ncl
within Sun
across DyViS & TUULS
across Mbro & Ncl
across Mbro & Sun
across Ncl & Sun

DyViS (N=100)

TUULS (N=60)

Mean score
1.820
1.416
1.469
1.549
1.570
0.647
1.295
1.419
1.375

SD
1.004
0.930
0.904
1.010
0.918
0.880
0.939
0.844
0.967

• mean score
highest for
DyViS
• lowest for
DyViS+TUULS
• Mbro more
similar to Sun
than Ncl

7. DISCUSSION / CONCLUSIONS
• extent to which corpus difference is based on speaker
accent vs. channel characteristics not yet clear
• repeated testing using Bayesian LLRs with
appropriate ref. population → more reliable results
• premature to advise for/against pooling corpora
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